
 

A scientist and a priest travel to rural Louisiana to investigate the case of a boy’s apparent possession. The boy is just an average American teenager, until he drops his skateboard–just before it sinks into some gooey stuff leaking from the ground. Somehow, he can skate over the goo without fear of getting his board stuck. This is not your average "possessed" kid... What follows is a heart-stopping race
against time as they try to solve the mystery of what might be affecting this young man and why others in town are exhibiting strange behavior including suicide, vandalism and self-mutilation. As the two of them dig deeper, they encounter increasing hostility and eventually learn that the town’s demonic underground is involved – and this is just the first step in a larger plan to bring hell on earth. The
film was released on January 15, 2010 in the United Kingdom and it opened at number 3 on its opening weekend behind "Avatar" and "I Love You, Man". It performed below expectations. The film grossed $38 million worldwide with an estimated budget of $80 million making it a box office flop. Due to the nature of the content, which includes Satanism and graphic violence, Warner Bros. Pictures
has prohibited all young people under 17 years of age from entering the cinema. Warners has also dropped the film's trailer citing that they are too graphic for audiences to see. The film was poorly received by critics, with only eight reviewers giving it "fresh" ratings out of 29 included on Rotten Tomatoes.  

  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1392170/episodes?season=1&ref_=tt_eps_sn_1 Angels & Demons is an action-adventure video game developed and published by Ubisoft in collaboration with its sister companies Cyanide Studios, Digital Arrow and Luma Pictures. During the Nintendo Wii U's pre-release period, Ubisoft confirmed that a game based on "Angels & Demons" was in development for the
system. The game was released on November 18, 2012.

The film was produced by Dean Devlin, Mario Kassar and Sidney Kimmel. It was directed by Scott Derrickson and written by David Koepp, based on the novel "The Angelic Conclave" by Aldo Lizzio .

On February 6, 2009, an early version of the film trailer debuted in theaters at the Paramount theater in Tampa Bay to promote "".

The script for this film flopped after test screenings at Warner Bros. because it featured scenes of Satanism and were too disturbing for those under 17 years old. Originally, the script was banned by the studio for this reason. The studio also stated that they would not distribute this film to theaters because of its dark content.

The first trailer premiered during "". It also screened in theaters before "Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen" and "Bolt". The other trailers were released online on October 19, 2009 and October 26, 2009.

There was a sequel planned named "Angels & Demons 2: Redemption".
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